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INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a spectral set for an operator on a Hilbert space was intro- 
duced by von Neumann in [l], where he also established many of the basic 
properties of spectral sets. It is the purpose of this paper to find further 
properties of spectral sets and to apply their theory to the study of non- 
normal operators. We shall also study the relationship of the theory of spectral 
sets to certain known results of operator theory. In particular, the theorem 
of Sz.-Nagy on unitary dilations of contractions will be shown to be a conse- 
quence of results about spectral sets. 
In Section I a measure-theoretic characterization of spectral sets will be 
given. An application of this characterization will give a result similar to the 
elementary result that the proper vectors of a normal operator reduce the 
operator. In Section II the set of operators having a common prescribed 
spectral set will be studied. We shall investigate the closure of such sets of 
operators in some topologies for operators. The motivation for this study is 
that the set of self-adjoint operators is closed in the weak operator topology. 
A paraphrase of this result in terms of spectral sets is: the set of operators 
with the real axis as a spectral set is closed in the weak operator topology. 
Section III is concerned with extensions of an operator to a larger Hilbert 
space. (A good source of information on this subject is the appendix to the 
book of Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [2].) The weakly closed ring of operators gene- 
rated by a single operator is described in terms of this extension. 
PRELIMINARIES: DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND CONVENTIONS 
If X is a compact Hausdorff topological space, then C(X) denotes the 
algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on X. The set C(X) is a 
Banach algebra with a norm defined by Ij f jlx = sup {] f(z) j : z E X) for f in 
C(X). Instead of /j f (lx we use [if /I w h en it is clear what the space X is. 
* This paper is the author’s doctoral dissertation prepared under the direction of 
Professor Robert K. Ritt at the University of Michigan. 
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If X is a compact subset of the complex plane, then R(X) denotes the 
algebra of rational functions whose poles are not in X. The closure of R(X) 
is denoted by R(X). The set R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra if the real parts of 
functions in R(X) are dense in the real-valued continuous functions on the 
boundary aX of X. Dirichlet algebras were defined in a more general context 
by Gleason in [3], where he indicated their importance in the study of 
abstract Banach algebras. 
When R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra and f is in C(aX) then for every E > 0 
there are functions rr and ~a in R(X) such that 
II Ref - Re ~1 Ilax < E and II Imf - Im r2 Ilax < E, 
so that 
d4 + ad* 
f(4 - 2 - ___I__ 
r2(4 - r2w* < 2 
2 
E for all zin ax. 
(The symbol A* denotes the complex conjugate of A.) Now since rr + r2 
and r, - r2 are in R(X), we see that R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra if and only if 
functions of the form f(z) = fi(z) +,f,(z)* withf, and fi in R(X) are dense 
in qax). 
If X is an annulus, then R(X) is not a Dirichlet algebra. The classification 
of those compact sets X for which R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra appears to be an 
unsolved problem. However the following theorem of J. L. Walsh [4] 
provides a partial solution. 
THEOREM W. If B is a compact subset of the plane, then a necessary and 
suficient condition that every continuous real-valued function on B be the uniform 
limit of harmonic polynomials in x and y  is that B be the boundary of an un- 
bounded connected open set. 
To see how this theorem is related to Dirichlet algebras we note the follow- 
ing:easy result. 
LEMMA. Every harmonic polynomial in x and y  is the real part of a polyno- 
mial in z = x + iy. 
PROOF, If ~(3, y) is a harmonic polynomial it has a harmonic conjugate 
v(x, y) = 1: ; (x, t) dt - 1: 2 (t, 0) dt. 
The function v is a polynomial, &jay = &lax, and &~/ax = - &jay, so that 
f  = u + iv is an analytic function. Since x = (z + 2*)/2 and y = (z --x*)/2i, 
it follows that f  is a polynomial in z and z*. Since 
af af 1 af -1 
az* -ax --.l+ar.2i= 3 (% + iv%) + $- (ur + iv,) -= 0, 
therefore x* does not appear and f  is a polynomial in z. 
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This lemma and Theorem W give a sufficient condition that R(X) 
be a Dirichlet algebra. Consider an inversion f in a circle defined by 
f(Z) = a& - ZJ. If zO is in the complement of X, thenf(X) is compact and 
we can apply Theorem W to the algebra R(f(X)). It is clear that R(X) is a 
Dirichlet algebra if and only if R( f(X)) is a Dirichlet algebra, so we may state 
the following sufficient condition that R(X) be a Dirichlet algebra. 
THEOREM. If aX is the boundary of a single component of the complement 
of X, then R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
By an operator we always mean a bounded linear transformation on a 
Hilbert space. All Hilbert spaces will be vector spaces over the complex 
numbers. Let B(H) be the set of all operators on the Hilbert space H. If T 
is an operator, then u(T) denotes the spectrum of T. If X contains u(T), then 
it is possible to form the operator f(T) for every f in R(X). The set X is a 
spectral set for the operator T if [If(T) /[ 5 (1 f [lx. 
The following lemma is an indication of how complex function theory can 
be used in the theory of spectral sets. 
LEMMA. I f  X does not separate the plane and (/p(T) // < 11 p Ilx for all 
polynomials p, then X is a spectral set for the operator T. 
PROOF. The mapping of polynomials into B(H) defined by T(P) = p(T) 
is a homomorphism. Since jJ p(T) I/ 5 /I p /lx, it follows that 7 is continuous 
when the polynomials are given the norm /I (lx. Thus the mapping T can be 
extended to the closure of the polynomials with this norm. The theorem of 
Mergelyan [5] states that every function continuous on X and analytic at 
interior points of X is in the closure of the polynomials. Thus T is defined on 
all R(X), and if p has no zeros in X, then T( l/p) = p-l(T), since T is a homo- 
morphism. Again since T is a homomorphism, +Jp2) = p,(T) p-I( T). So 
for every f in R(X), r(f) = f(T), and since (/ -r (/ I 1, we have that 
IIf I/ 2 Ilf /lx. 
There is a functional calculus using integration of vector-valued functions 
that can be applied to operators on any Banach space. (See [2, Chapter VI].) 
In this theory the spectrum plays a basic role, in that the functions used are 
analytic in a neighborhood of the spectrum. Applied to operators on a Hilbert 
space, this functional calculus does not seem to take advantage of the special 
character of inner product spaces. If, for example, the spectrum of an operator 
is disconnected, then (1/2ti) SC (T - h)-l dh is a projection whenever C is a 
curve that disconnects the spectrum, but this projection is not necessarily a 
self-adjoint projection. If, however, C separates a spectral set, then this 
projection is in fact self-adjoint. Further evidence that the notion of a spectral 
set is natural to Hilbert space is provided by the theorems of Foias [6] and 
von Neumann [I]: All operators of norm not greater than 1 admit the unit 
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disk as a spectral set if and only if the space the operators act on is a Hilbert 
space. 
A comparison of the work of Gelfand on commutative Banach algebras and 
the ideas of this paper is in order. Gelfand showed that there is a norm- 
decreasing homomorphism of a commutative Banach algebra into the algebra 
of continuous functions on the space of maximal ideals. (See Naimark [7].) 
If we consider the Banach algebra generated by rational functions of an 
operator, then the maximal ideal space can be identified with the spectrum of 
the operator, and the functions of the operator are mapped to the corres- 
ponding rational functions in the complex variable z. In general, this homo- 
morphism is neither one-to-one nor onto. In the theory of spectral sets we 
reverse the process of passing from an algebra of operators to an algebra of 
functions. If X is a spectral set for T, then the mapping from the algebra of 
rational functions of x into the algebra of rational functions of T is a norm- 
decreasing homomorphism. The uniform convergence on X of numerical 
functions implies the convergence (in the operator norm topology) of the 
corresponding operator-valued functions. It is this fact that will make it 
possible to transform problems in operator theory into problems in complex 
analysis. 
An operator measure is a function F from the Bore1 subsets of the plane E, 
into positive operators in B(H) such that: (i) 0 5 F(S) 5 1, (ii) F($) = 0, 
(iii) F(E,) = I, and (iv) F is countably additive in the weak operator topology. 
Thus (F(S) x, Y) is a complex measure in the plane whenever x and y are 
vectors in H. The support of an operator measure is the intersection of all 
closed sets S such that F(S) = I. Iff is a bounded measurable function on the 
support of F then we can form the integral sf(z) d(F(z) x, y). This integral 
is a bounded conjugate linear form in the vectors x and y, so there is an 
operator, which we denote by JfdF, such that 
If the operators F(S) are commuting projections, then F is called a spectral 
measure or resolution of th.e identity. Such measures are a basic part of the 
theory of normal operators, and we shall feel free to use any of their properties. 
A theorem due to Neumark (see [2], Appendix) shows how operator measures 
are related to spectral measures. 
THEOREM N. The set function F is an operator measure on a Hillxrt 
space H if and om’y if there is a spectral measure E on a Hilbert space K, con- 
taining H, such that F(S) = PE(S) P for all Beret sets S, where P is the ortho- 
gonal projection of K onto H. The space K can be chosen minimal in the sense 
that {E(S) x : S is a Bore1 set and x is in H} spans K. 
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THEOREM. With the same notation as in Theorem N, let B be an operator 
on H. A necessary and sujficient condition that there exist an operator A on K 
such that A commutes with all E(S) and Ax = Bx for all x in H is that 
(F(S) Bx, Bx) I c”(F(S) x, x ) f or some constant c. The operator A is uniquely 
determined by these conditions. 
PROOF. The necessity is easy, for if A is an extension of B and A commutes 
with E(S), then 
(F(S) Bx, Bx) = (PE(S) PBx, Bx) = (E(S) PBx, PBx) = (E(S) Ax, Ax) 
= (E(S) Ax, E(S) Ax) = 11 AE(S) x /I2 < (( A II2 // E(S) x Ii2 
= II A II2 (E(s) x, E(S) 4 = II A It2 (E(s) x, -4 
= 11 A /I2 (E(S) Px, Px) = (1 A /I2 (PE(S) Px, x) 
= II A II2 (W) x, x). 
To prove the sufficiency we use the result of Theorem N that elements of 
the formf = x E(c+) xi, xi in H, are dense in K. We define A on this dense 
subspace by 
Af = 5 E(q) Bxi. 
i=l 
Of course it must be shown that this definition of Af does not depend on the 
representation off. We prove the assertion: if f = 2 E(ol,) xi, then there is a 
disjoint family of sets {Si} and vectors yi in H such that (1) u Si -z E,, 
(2) f = W%)Yj, and (3) 2 E(c+) Bxi = c E(SJ By,. The proof is by 
induction on n. If n = 1, thenf = E( CL r) xi. Let 6, = q and 6, = a; (’ means 
complement) and let yr = x1 and y2 = 0. Now the inductive step: if 
then by the induction hypothesis 
$ E(q) xi = z E(S,) yj and 2 E(S,) Byj = c E(orj) Bxi. 
1 
Now 
is a representation by disjoint sets whose union is the whole plane, and it is 
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easy to check that 
z I@, A a) B(yj + x) + 2 E(Sj n a’) Byj = z E(q) Bx, + E(a) Bx, 
which establishes the assertion. 
Iff = ME xi = ICE xle (xi in H and zk in H), then 
2 4%) xi + 2 E&J (- xg) = 0. 
By the assertion just established there are disjoint sets Sj and vectors yi in H 
such that 
2 E(S,) yj = 0 and 2 +i) Bxi - 2 W$J Bz, = 2 E@,) Byj. 
In order to prove that the definition of Af is independent of the representa- 
tion off it suffices to show that xE(S,) By2 = 0. Since (Si) is a disjoint 
family, 
0 = /I p@,)Yj /I2 = 2 II E(S,)Y, II29 so -w)yj = 0, 
but 
II WV Brj II2 = (-Vi) BYE, BY,) = (Vi) BY,, BYA I c2P@d yj, YA 
= c2(E(s,)yj,yj) = c2 I] E(S,)yj II2 = 0. 
Thus we may define the vector Af as originally indicated. 
When the sets 6, are disjoint, then 
II Af II2 = 112 EC%) BYE /I2 = 2 /I Et%) BY~ II2 
= 2 P’(b) BY,, BY,) 2 c2 2 (WV YIP YJ 
= c”Z II -w,)Yj II2 = c2 llf l12. 
It follows that 1) A 11 < c on the dense subspace {E(S) H), so A can be exten- 
ded to all of K. And Ax = A(Ix) = IBx = Bx when x is in H, so that A is an 
extension of B. 
Now 
E(S) A 2 E(q) xi = E(S) 2 E(aJ Bxi = 2 E(S n ai) Bxl 
= A 2 E(S n ai) xi = AB(S) (2 E(a,) xi) . 
This means that A commutes with E(S) on a dense subspace of K, hence on K. 
If A’ is another extension of B commuting with all the E(S) then 
A’ 2 E(q) xi = 2 E(LY~) Aki = z E(q) Bxi = A 2 E(aj) xi, 
so A’ agrees with A on a dense subspace of K. (Hence A is in fact unique.) 
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COROLLARY. If B commutes with all F(6), then B has a unique extension A 
that commutes with all E(6). In addition A is reduced by H. 
PROOF. Whenever B commutes with F(S), then B also commutes with 
F(6)l12. In this case 
(F(S) Bx, Bx) = (F(S)1/2 Bx, F(~3)l/~ Bx) 
= j/ BF(S)li2 x Ii2 < I] B II2 )/ F(S)1/2 x \I2 
= 11 B (I2 (F(S)1/2 x, F(S)1/2 x) = Ij B jj2 (F(S) x, x). 
By the theorem the extension A exists. 
Since A is an extension of B it follows that 
PA (2 E(ai) xi) = P z E(a,) PBx, = 2 F&J Bxi = B ‘c; F((YJ xi 
= B z PE(olJ Px< = BP 2 E(aJ xi = AP 2 E(c+) xi. 
Thus AP = PA on a dense subspace of K, which shows that H reduces 
A. 
SBCTI~N I 
THEOREM 1 is the measure-theoretic characterization of compact spectral 
sets that will be used as the basic tool in what follows. 
THEOREM 1. A compact set X is a spectral set for an operator T if and only 
if for every pair of vectors x and y there exists a regular Bore1 measure ~[x, y] 
with support in aX such that: 
(i) Jf C[x, yl = (f(T) x, y)for allf in R(X), and 
(3 II Ax7 rl II 5 II x II . II Y II. 
PROOF. Suppose X is a spectral set for T. Let FEW(f) = (f(T) x, y). 
For f and g in R(X), 
Fdf +d = ((f(T) +g(Vx,y) = (f(T)x,y) +W)x,y) 
and 
= Fzdf > + F,,(g) 
I F,,(f) I = If(T) X,Y) I I IIf II - II x II * II Y II I llf llx * II x I! * II Y IL 
By the maximum modulus principle, we have 
I F,,(f) I < lif Ilax II x II * IIY II- 
It follows that F,, is a bounded linear functional on R(X) with 
II Fw, II I II x /I . IIY II - 
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The set R(X) is a subspace of C(aX), so that, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, 
F,, can be extended to a linear functional on C(aX) with the same bound 
I/ F,, /I. By the Riesz representation theorem, there is a regular Bore1 measure 
&, y] on 8X such that 
II ,4x, rl !I = /I FzzI II I II x II . II Y II 
and for all f in R(X). 
s fd&, A = F&f> = UP? ~9 Y). 
To prove the converse, suppose measures ~[x, y] exist with properties (i) 
and (ii) ; then for f in R(X) 
Thus Iif(Z’) x II < Ilf II * II x II and therefore IIf II I llf II. 
COROLLARLY 1 
(1) The measure ~[x, x] is positive whaever x # 0. 
(2) If Refb) 2 0 f or z in ax, then Ref(T) = *(f(T) +f(T)*) 2 0. 
(3) Forf in WO II RefU’) It I I/ Ref Ilax. 
PROOF. It follows from the theorem that J 1 &[x, x] = (( x iI2 5 11 ~[x, x] II. 
Thus 1) ~[x, x] /I = 11 x jj2. But any measure TV such that Jl dp = /j p I/ is 
positive. This proves (1). 
To prove (2), note that since the measure ~[x, x] is positive, it follows that 
(Re f( 2’) x, x) = Re (f( 2’) x, x) = Re 1 fdp[x, x] = j Re fdp[x, x]. 
Suppose m 5 Re f(z) 2 M for x in 8X. It follows from (2) that 
m1 I Ref(T) I MI. Either - vz or M can be chosen to be equal to (( Re f  /ax 
so that (3) follows. 
If p is a measure such that jf dt.t = 0 for all f  in R(X), then we say that p 
annihilates R(X). The set of all measures that annihilate R(X) is denoted by 
R(X)“. In general, the measure pL[x, y] of the preceding theorem is not 
unique. If ~‘[x, y] is any other measure satisfying condition (i) of the theorem, 
and if p = ~[x, y] - ~‘[Lv, y], then p is in R(X)O. For this reason we say 
that /.L(x, y) is unique modulo R(X)O. In symbols we write: 
14x, yl = I*‘@, Y) mod NX)O. 
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COROLLARY 2. As a function of x and y, ~[x, y] is conjugate linear module 
R(X)O. 
PROOF. Whenever f  is in R(X) we have that 
s f44Xl + x2> Yl = (f(T) (x1 + %), Y) = (f(T) x19 Y) + W) %> Y) 
= /f443, rl + s f44+ rl = j fd(& ~1 + PL[GYI 
Thus, 
(1) A% + X2? Yl = P[% Yl + I”[%, Yl mod R(X)O* 
In the same way it can be shown that: 
(2) Ax, ~1 + rsl = CL[X> YJ + t& YZI mod R(X)‘. 
(3) t&G Yl = &4x, Yl mod R(X)O. 
(4) Pb, AYI = h*tL[? Yl mod R(X)O. 
A function p whose value at the ordered pair (x, y) is one of the measures 
p[x, y] is called a measure-valued-inner-product. The results above suggest this 
definition. It is clear that p depends on the operator T and the spectral set X, 
THEOREM 2. If  X is a spectral set for the operator T and p is a measure- 
valued-inner-product, then the homomorphism r : R(X) -+ B(H), defned by 
r(f) = f( T), can be extended to all functions f  which are limits of bounded 
sequences offunctions in R(X) so that (I x, y) = sf dp[x, y]. 
PROOF. Suppose fn is in R(X), // fn 11 I K, and f(x) = lim fn(x) for all z 
in 8X. It follows from the bounded convergence theorem that 
lim (fQ> x, Y> = lim jf,ddx, ~1 = /fdp[x, ~1. 
The sequence of operators { fn( T)) converges weakly to an operator that we 
call T(f) orf(T). S ince (f(T) x, y) = Jf dp[x, y], the definition off(T) does 
not depend on the sequence of functions ( ,fn}, but only on the limit functionf. 
Now supposeg, is in R(X), I/ g, (1 I K, andg(z) = lim g%(z) for all z in ax. 
Weneedtoverifythat(f +g)(T) =f(T) +g(T)and(f .g)(T) =f(T)g(T) 
It is clear that the operator ( f + g) (T) exists and that 
((f + g) (T) x9 Y) = j (f + g) 4[x, YI = jfdP[xY YI + jgdtc[x, yl 
= (f(T) x3 Y> + (g(T) x, Y> = ([f(T) + g(T)1 x, Y). 
Since fnz and g, are in R(X), 
((fm *&)(T)x>Y) = (fm(T)&n(T)x~Y), 
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so that 
If m + 00, then we have 
Letting n -+ 03, we have 
From this it follows that 
((f-g) (q&y) = (g(q%f(T)*Y) = (.f(T)dT)X~Y)~ 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. With the same notation as in theorem, 
(1) IIf II g llf Ilax- 
(2) If Ref(x) 2 Ofor z in 3X, then Ref(T) 2 0. 
(3) II Ref(T) II 5 II Ref Ilax. 
The proofs are the same as in Theorem 1 and its Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2 (von Neumann). If R(X) = C(X) and X is a spectral set 
for T, then T is rwmal. 
PROOF. Let!(z) = I*. Since f is in R(X), it follows from the theorem 
that f( T) exists and commutes with T. The positivity of the measure ~[x, X] 
implies that 
(f(T)x,x) = jf4+,x] = j z*4& xl = (j+[v])* = (Tx,x)* 
= (x, TX) = (T*x,x). 
This shows thatf(T) = T*. 
In view of this last result it is natural to ask for necessary and sufficient 
conditions that R(X) = C(X). This problem has been solved by Bishop 
in [8]. If there is a function in R(X) that has its unique maximum modulus 
at a point A, in X, then h, is called a peak point for R(X). The set M of all 
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peak points is called the minimal boundary of R(X). Bishop proved that 
R(X) = C(X) if and only if X = M. If X is a spectral set for T and if 
X = M, then T is normal. Of course it is not necessary that X = M when- 
ever T is normal. When T is not normal it is certain that M is a proper subset 
of X. Even when T is not normal it is reasonable to expect that the points 
of M have some special properties. The next theorem says that T is “locally 
normal” at points of the minimal boundary. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a spectral set for T and let M be the minimal boundary 
of R(X). If  X is in M, then the proper vectors of h are proper vectors of T*. 
Proper vectors of dijf erent proper values in M are orthogonal. 
PROOF. Since h is in M, there is a function f in R(X) such that 
f(X) = 1 > f(z) if z # A. Let el be the function which has the value 1 at X 
and 0 at ail other points of X. It is clear that e&z) = limfn(z) for all z in X. 
Sincefn is in R(X), there is a bounded sequence of functions in R(X) which 
converges to eL. By Theorem 2, the operator cl(T) is an idempotent. Since 
Re eA = eA, it follows that e,(T) is a self-adjoint operator, and hence eA( T) is 
an orthogonal protection. 
If TX, = hx,,, then f(T) x0 =.f(A) x0 for every f  in R(X). If y is any vector 
in the Hilbert space, then 
s fdAxo, rl = (f(T) ~0, Y) =f(X) (~0, Y). 
Since A is a peak point, the measure ~~[xa, y] has a mass of (x0, y) at the point A. 
This means that (xs, y) = J en dp[x,, y] = (en(T) x0, y), so that el( T) x0 = x0. 
Thus any proper vector of h is in the range of eA(T). The converse follows 
from the equation Tel(T) = Ael(T), which is a consequence of 
z . e&7) = Xei(x). 
The operator eA( T) is the orthogonal projection on the subspace of proper 
vectors of A. The first statement of the theorem follows from 
T*el(T) = (eA(T) T)* = (TeA(T))* = (XeA(T))* = X*e,(T). 
If A, and A, are different elements of M, then en, . elz = 0. It follows that 
eA,( T) . eA,( T) = 0, so the subspaces corresponding to A, and ha are orthogonal. 
COROLLARY. There is no residual spectrum of T in M. 
PROOF. If h is a peak point and is in the residual spectrum of T, then A* 
is in the point spectrum of T*. The set X* = {z : x* is in X) is a spectral 
for T* and M* = {z : z* is in M} is the minimal boundary of R(X*). 
By the theorem, (A*)* is in the point spectrum of T**, a contradiction. 
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The results of the preceding theorems can be extended to certain 
unbounded transformations by making use of a formal analogue of the 
Cayley transform. 
A transformation L is called dissipative if 
(Lx, x) + (x, Lx) I 0 for x in DL. 
The transformation L is called maximal dissipative if it is not the proper 
restriction of any other dissipative transformation. See [4] for an expository 
account and further references. 
THEOREM 4. If L is a maximal dissipative and closed transformation then 
proper vectors of pure imaginary proper values are proper vectors of L*. Proper 
vectors of different pure imaginary proper values are orthogonal. 
PROOF. Phillips [IO] has shown that in this case Dt is dense and so L* 
actually exists. Moreover the operator 
T = (1 + L) (1 - L)-l 
is a contraction (11 T // 5 1) and 
L =(T-I)(T+I)-l. 
It follows from von Neumann’s theorem [l] that X = {z : 1 z 1 < 1 } is a 
spectral set for T. The minimal boundary is the unit circle. Since T + I is 
bounded it follows that (see [2, p. 3011) 
L* = (I + T*)-1 (T* - I) and DL" 1 DC-I,u+T*+. 
NowifxisinD,,thenx=(T+I)yforsomeyandLx=(T-L)y. 
Suppose Lx = hx; then 
Ty-y=XTy+Ay. 
It follows that Ty = (1 + A)/(1 - h) y. If X is pure imaginary, then 
1 (1 + h)/(l - X) ( = 1. Moreover 






it follows that x 1s m DfTI-,),,.+rCj- 1, which is contained in DL*. In addition 
L”x = (T* --z)(z~-T*)-l,x =(T” -z++gx 
1+x 1Sh = --- 
2 t 
,1+-l)x=-Ax. 
The second statement of the theorem now follows from Theorem 3 and 
the relation of proper vectors of L and T. 
COROLLARY. If L is maximal dissipative and closed, then L has no pure 
imaginary residual spectrum. 
PROOF. If h is in the residual spectrum of L then - h is in the point 
spectrum of L*. But L* is also maximal dissipative and closed [IO], so A is in 
the point spectrum of L** = L. 
SECTION II 
Let S(X) be the set of all operators which admit X as a spectral set. It 
follows from the second corollary of Theorem 2 in Section I that if X is the 
unit interval, then S(X) consists of all self-adjoint operators A such that 
0 < A < 1. In the same way, if X is the unit circle, then S(X) is the set of 
unitary operators. The main theorem of von Neumann’s paper [l] says that 
if X is the unit disk, then S(X) is the set of all operators with norm not greater 
than 1. (These operators are called contractions.) Each of these three sets is 
symmetric about the real axis and in each case S(X) is invariant under the 
adjoint map. As a result of theorems to be proved in this Section, S(X) is 
bounded and closed in the uniform operator topology. (We always assume X 
is compact.) Thus properties of X suggest properties of S(X). 
In two of the three examples just given, the sets of operators (contractions 
and self-adjoint operators) are closed in the weak operator topology. The set 
of unitary operators, however, is not closed in the weak operator topology. 
In fact the set of unitary operators is not even closed in the strong topology 
for operators. For example: let H = I, if x is in H, then x = (x1, xa, . ..) where 
xi are complex numbers, and (1 x \I2 = z ( xi 12; further let 
T,x = (xn, 21, ~2, . . . . ~-1, x,+1, x,+2, . ..). 
Each operator T, is unitary and the limit in the strong topology of this 
sequence of operators is the well-known unilateral shift T given by 
TX = (0, ~1, ~2, . ..). The unilateral shift is a noninvertible isometry and its 
spectrum is the entire unit disc. The theorems of this chapter will show 
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that this example is typical of the strong closure of S(X). We shall attempt 
to get some information about the closure of S(X) in each of the standard 
operator topologies. 
THEOREM 1. If T is in the weak closure of S(X), then for every pair of 
vectors x and y  in H there is a measure ~[x, y] such that 
(1) the support of ~[x, y] is in 3X, 
(2) II Ph Yl II 52 II x II II Y I!? 
(3) /-4x, xl 2 0, 
(4) (TX, Y) = j-x 44x, ~1, 
and 
(5) ~[x, y] is conjugate linear in x and y  modulo R(X)O. 
PROOF. Let 
C”hY) = Iv E c*w) : II v II 5 II x II * IIY II) 
and then form the product space 
c* = n C”(X,Y) 
s,Y~H 
The space C* is compact because it is the product of compact spaces. The 
elements of C* are denoted by (~[x, y]). 
Suppose {TQ} is a net of operators in S(X) that converges weakly to T. 
By Theorem 1 of Section 1, there exist measures ~~[x, y] satisfying (l)-(5) 
with T replaced by T,. Now &[x, y]) is an element of Cc and ((~Jx, y]} is a 
net in C*. It follows from the compactness of C* that a subnet converges to 
some element of C* which we denote (~[x, y]). Actually there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that ((~Jx, y]} converges to (~[x, y]). Since ~[x, y] 
is in C*(x, y), we have that (1) and (2) are satisfied. Because the measure 
~[x, x] is the weak limit of the positive measures &x, x], condition (3) holds. 
The convergence of ((Tax, y)} to (TX, y) and the convergence of (s z dpa[x, y]} 
to s z dp[x, y] imply that (4) holds, because J x dp,[x, y] = (Tax, y). 
It remains to prove (5). We define a map+ : C* -+ C*(aX) by 
d((VCX~ YIN = vL% + x25 Yol - vh Yol - 4x2, Yol* 
Being the composition of the continuous maps (projection of C* into coordi- 
nate spaces and addition in C*(aX)), the map 4 is continuous. Thus 
@l(R(X)O) is closed because R(X)0 is a closed subset of C*(aX). Since for 
each OL (~Jx. y]) is in +-l(R(X)O), it follows that (~[x, y]) is also in #-l(R(X)O). 
This means that for each f in R(X) 
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that is, 
&I + G rol = CL[G ~~1 + PCL[G rOl mod WOO. 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
dx, y1 + YJ 3 PLCX, YJ + PI% y21 mod W3O, 
f&k Yl = 44% rl mod R(X)O, 
and 
Ax, AYI = x*&G yl mod R(X)*. 
This completes the proof. 
This theorem makes it possible to define an operator corresponding to 
each f in R(X). The integral $f &[x, y] is conjugate linear in x and y. In 
addition, it is bounded; that is, 
is I .%[x,Y] I llf it II P[X,Y] IIJS ilf II 11 x /I I/Y 11. 
Thus there is an operator f( T) such that 
(f(T) x, Y) = jfM’~, rl and II .m II 5 If IL 
The mapping f -+ f( T) is linear because 
((f + d CT) x3 Y) = j (f + it> 44% Yl = (%4X? Yl + (B‘w Yl 
= (f(T) % Y) + MT) x3 Y). 
In general this map does not preserve multiplication. For if the mapping 
f-f(T) were a ring homomorphism, since z ---f T, we would have that 
f(T) =.fP’T Th is would mean that IIf // = l/f(T) Ij I I/f/I, and so X 
would be a spectral set for T. But the example at the beginning of this chapter 
shows that this is not the case when X is the unit circle. We shall find some 
special conditions so thatf( T) = f( T). For this purpose we need the following 
inequalities: 
I (6( TM T) ~9 4 - (s ?fC T) x3 Y) I I I t&TM T) xr 4 - W”M 3‘) x, x> I 
+I(~(T~L)~(T)X,X)-(B(TO)~(TOL)~,Y)I+I(R(T~)KT~)X)~)-(~~~(T)~~X)I 
= j j&W) x, 4 - jbk.Lf(T) ( x, 4 + I (If(T) -AT,)1 x, &TcJ*x) I 
+ [ jg *.&h xl - jg ‘fdcLh 4 1 
(2.1) 
I j jg44.f~~) *, xl - df(T) x> 4 j + II MT) -fVcz)l x II II g II II x Jl 
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and 
I (g(T).f(Tb, +Gf(T)x~ 4 I I I kv)f(T)x! 4-Mv(*a) *9 4 I 
+ I (g(nf(TJ x, 4 - k!(Ta)f(Ta) x9 4 I 
+ I (g(Ta)f(T,) XT 4 - c&f ^f(T> XY 4 I 
= I (f(T) % ,m*4 - (f(TcJ x9 g(T)“x) I + I w-a) x7 MT) -- dTrA1*4 I 
+ I (R *f(Ta) 4 4 - (gXT) % 4 I (2.2) 
I 1 ~fd(rMT)*4 - P&,m*l) j + Ilf II II x II I! k(T)* -d~cm x II 
+ / 1 ~fd(P&~ xl - A% 4 1 * 
From inequality (2.1) we see that if {f( TJ} converges tof( 2’) in the strong 
topology, then g( T)f( 7’) = g f^( T) f or all g in R(X). From (2.2) we see that 
if (g( T,) *} converges tog(T) * in the strong topology then g( T) f( T) =g f^( T) 
for all f in R(X). 
In order to make full use of (2.1) and (2.2) we introduce a new topology for 
operators which is between the weak and strong topologies. The semistrong 
topology has as a basis of the neighborhoods of 0 the sets : 
NC 6; Xl, x2, *a*, x,) = (5” : for each i, min (11 Txi I(, I] T*x( 11) < e> 
where E > 0 and xi is in H. 
A set of operators {T,} converges to 0 in the semistrong topology if and 
only if for every E > 0 and x in H, there exists u.,, such that 1) Tax 1) < E 
or I( T,*x /I < E whenever 01 > q,. We also notice that convergence in the 
semistrong topology implies convergence in the weak topology, for 
I(T~~,x)IIIlT~xJIIlxll and l(T~x,x)I1IIx1/)lT~x/I 
so lim (T,x, x) = 0 whenever lim T, = 0 in the semistrong topology. By 
the polarization identity we have lim (Tax, y) = 0. It is obvious that conver- 
gence in the strong topology implies convergence in the semistrong topology. 
Note that if in the definition of N(E; x1, se., x,) we replace ,,min” by 
,,max,” we get the neighborhoods for the double strong topology. 
THEOREM 2. If T is in the semistrong closure of S(X), then there exists 
(p[x, y]) such that for each poZpomiaZ fi( T) = p(T). 
PROOF. Let (T,) be a net in S(X) that converges to T in the semistrong 
topology and such that {(p,Jx, y])} converges to (~[x, y]) in the topology of 
C* as defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Since the mapf -+ f (T) is linear, 
it is enough to prove that TnA = Tn. 
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The proof will he by induction on n. The case n = 1 is given hy Theorem 1. 
Now assume T” = T”. By inequality (2.1), with g(z) = zn and f(z) = z, we 
have that 
j (Tn+l” x, x) - (Tn+lx, x) j 
= 1 ( Tn+lA x, x) - (TnATx, x) / < / 1 zPd&[Tx, x] - PJTx, x]) / 
+li 
~n+ld(~,l~, 4 - 14x, 4 j + I! (T - T,) x II II P II II x Il. 
By inequality (2.2) withg(z) = z and-f(x) = z”, we have that 
1 (pz-tl~ x, x) - (Tn+lx, x) 1 
= 1 (Tn+l^  x, 4 - ( TTnA x, x) 1 _< 1 j znd(p[x, T*x] - pLcr[x, T*x]) / 
4 
~~+~d(p,lx. xl - Ax, x]) 1 + I/ zvl Ii - II x /I * Ii (T* - Tz) x I/. 
For 01 sufficiently large each of the four integral terms can he made arhitrarily 
small, since {(p,[x, y])] converges to (~[x, y]). For a sufficiently large either 
I( (T - T,) x I( or /I (T* - Tz) x )I will he small, since (T,) converges to T 
in the semistrong topology. Thus Tn+lA = T%+l. 
COROLLARY. I f  X does not separate the plane, then S(X) is closed in the 
semi-strong topology. 
PROOF. If T is in the closure, then for every polynomial 
II P(T) II = l@(T) II 5 II P Il. 
By the lemma proved in the Introduction X is a spectral set for T. 
LEMMA. Iflim A,x = Axfor all x, A-’ and -4g1 all exist, and jj Ai1 ]j I K; 
then lim A;;l = A-lxfor all x. 
PROOF. All we need is the inequality 
I( (A,1 - A-l) x /I = j\ A,$4 - A,) A-‘x /I I (1 A,’ I( . ii (A - A,) A% I\ 
2 K (1 (A - A,) A-lx (I. 
THEOREM 3. If T is in the strong closure of S(X), then Y = X v  a(T) 
is a spectral set for T. Moreover the boundary of u(T) is contained in X. 
PROOF. Let (Tn} be a net in S(X) that converges to T. If X is not in Y, 
then (T, - A)-’ and (T - X)-l exist and 
II CT, - 3-l II 5 II @ - X1-l /lx. 
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It follows from the lemma that lim (T, - X)-l = (T - A)-‘, and so 
Now if f is a function in R(Y), then 
f(z) = 2 (~ ““,i)., with A, not in Y. 
Since addition and multiplication are continuous in the strong topology 
when all variables are uniformly bounded, it follows that f(T) = limf(!P=). 
The norm being continuous in the strong topology implies that 
Thus Y is a spectral set for T. 
When h is not in Y, let us denote the distance of X to X by a and the 
distance of h to u(T) by b. We have 
1 
- = )I (z - X)-l Ijx 2 /j (T - A)-l )I 2 1) (z - X)-l 11 =: +. 
a 
(The first inequality was proved above and the second follows from the 
spectral mapping theorem and the majorization of the spectral radius by the 
operator norm.) Thus a 5 b. This implies that all boundary points of a(T) 
are contained in X. (If z, is a boundary point of a(T) not in X, then it is 
possible to find a circle of radius r, with center at z,, that contains no point 
of X. Take h not in u(T) inside the circle of radius ir, with center at zs. 
For such A, a > gr but b < $r, a contradiction,) 
This theorem explains why the strong limit of a sequence of unitary 
operators must be either a unitary operator or an operator with the entire 
unit disc as spectrum, as was the case in the example given at the beginning 
of this chapter. 
THEOREM 4. The set S(X) is closed in the double strong topology. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, p(T) =$(T) for all T in the double strong 
closure of S(X). Suppose p has no zeros in X; then l/p = q is also in R(X). 
Since ~(2’~) converges to p(T) strongly, by inequality (2.1) we have 
(BG”)P(T)~, 4 = ($9 4; 
and since p( T,)* converges to p(T)* strongly, by inequality (2) we have 
(P(T) p”(T) *, 4 = (x, 4. 
6 
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Because the vector x is arbitrary 
p(T)$qT) = 4”(T)p(T) = 1. 
Hence g( 7’) = p( T)-l. Since 1) p( T&l ]i _< i! p-l jj, it follows from the lemma 
that p(T)-i is the double strong limit of p(T,-J-l. Now for any f in R(X), 
174 = P~C~/P~W. Since PA Ta) and P,( TG(F1 are uniformly bounded it follows 
that f(T) = lim f( Tg) in the double strong topology. To show that T is in 
S(X) note that 
IIf(T) !I = lim IIf II I ilf i/s 
Consider a net of normal operators { TE) with U( T,) C X. If X is a compact 
set that does not separate the plane, then it follows from the corollary of 
Theorem 2 that T = lim T, has its spectrum in X. Stampfli [l l] proved 
that the strong closure of the set of normal operators is the set of subnormal 
operators. (The next Section contains the definition of subnormal operator.) 
By using a result of Halmos [12], it can be shown that the spectrum of a sub- 
normal operator is a spectral set for the operator. An operator on a finite 
dimensional Hilbert space is normal if and only if its spectrum is a spectral 
set. A completely continuous operator on any Hilbert space is normal if and 
only if its spectrum is a spectral set. Both of these facts follow from a result 
of von Neumann (Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 in Section I of this paper). 
The theorems of this chapter demand that X be a spectral set. Statements 
similar to these results are not true if it is assumed only that X is any set 
containing the spectrum. For example, the unilateral shift is the limit in the 
double strong topology of a sequence of nilpotent operators {Nm>. Thus 
a(iV,) C (0) but u (lim AJ,) = {Z : j zz 1 I 11. 
SECTION III 
Let K be a Hilbert space and A an operator on K, and let H be a closed 
subspace of K. If Ax is in H whenever x is in H, then H is called an invariant 
subspace of A. If P is the orthogonal projection of K onto H, then the 
equality PAP = AP is equivalent to H being an invariant subspace of A. 
If H is an invariant subspace of both A and A*, then H is called a reducing 
subspace of A. The subspace H is reducing if and only if PA = AP. Now if 
H is an invariant subspace of A, there is an operator T on the Hilbert space 
H such that TX = Ax for all x in H. The operator T is the restriction of A, 
and A is an extension of T. When A is a normal operator T is called s&wrmaZ. 
Subnormal operators have been given an intrinsic characterization by 
Halmos [13]. (See also Bram [14].) 
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Suppose H is not an invariant subspace of A. We can still form an operator 
on H that is derived from A. The operator PAP is an operator having H 
as a reducing subspace. If T is the restriction of PAP to H, then T is called 
the compression of A to H, A is called a dilation of T, and the domain of A is 
called the dilation space. Halmos introduced the terminology: subnormal, 
dilation and compression in [13] where he also proved that every contraction 
has a unitary dilation. Sz.-Nagy [15] improved this result by showing that if T 
is a contraction, then there is a unitary operator U such that 1’” is the com- 
pression of U* for all n 2 0. Thus for every polynomial p, p(T) is the com- 
pression of p( U). 
If for every f in R(X), f( T) is the compression off(N), then we say that T 
is the X-compression of N, and N is an X-dilation of T. It is to be understood 
that f(N) and f(T) exist as bounded operators, so u(N) and a(T) must be 
subsets of X. If X is a spectral set for N, and T is the X-compression of A, 
then 
IIf II = II Pf(WP II S IIf II 5 llf /lx 
so that X is a spectral set for T. Now let us suppose N is normal. By the 
spectral theorem, 
and so 
f(T) = WY P = jfN dJ’-W) P. 
Letting F(6) = PE(S) P, we have an operator measure F such that 
f(T) = /f(A) dF(X) for all fin R(X). 
Such an operator measure is called an X-measure for T. By Neumark’s 
theorem, every X-measure is the compression of a spectral measure. If E 
is a spectral measure whose compression is an X-measure for T, then 
f(T) = j-f(A) dF(h) = If(h) dPE(h) P = P (/f(h) d-W) P = PfW P 
where N = s hdE(h). Thus T is the X-compression of the normal operator N 
and we have proved the following theorem, 
THEOREM 1. An operator T is the X-compression of a normal operator 
if and only if T has an X-measure. If T is the X-compression of a normal 
operator then X is a spectral set for T. 
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We are able to prove the converse of the second statement of this theorem 
only when R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra. However, we do not know of any 
counterexample to the unrestricted converse. 
THEOREM 2. If R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra and X is a spectral set for an 
operator T on H, then T is the compression of a normal operator N with 
o(N) c ax. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1 of Section 1, there is a regular positive Bore1 
measure p(x) such that p(x) has its support in ax, jl p(x) // = j/ x 1j2, and 
s fdcL(4 = (f(T) x7 4 
for all f in R(X). The positivity of the measure p(x) implies that 
(f(T)*x, x) = (x,f(T)x) = (fV)x, 4* = (jfhW)* = j.f*4& 
Let f be a function in C(aX) given by 
f(4 =f&) +f&)* 
withf,andf,inR(X);definef(T)by 
f(T) =fdT) +fO’)*. 
(3.1) 
For such a function we have 
jfW4 = jfM4 + jf&W 
= (f,(T) x, x? + (fz(T)*x> 4 = tfP”> ~7 4. 
Now we define a measure ~(2, r) for each pair of vectors x and Y by 
p(x, y) = 4 {p(x + y) - CL@ -Y> + G(x + ir> - 4.4 - $9). 
If f is a function as in (3.1), then 
s f4& Y) 
=z l (sfd& + y) - s f&(x -Y> + i jfd& + 9) - i jf44x - 69) 
= t ((f(T) (x + y), x + y) - (f(T) b -Y>> x - r) + i(f(T) (X iY), X 
+ iy) - i( f(T) (x - iy), x - 9) = (f(T) x2 Y). (3.2) 
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It follows from (3.2) that 
The set of functions for which (3.3) holds is dense in C(aX) because R(X) 
is a Dirichlet algebra. Thus for any g in C(aX) 
Since the measures &x1 + xa, y) and ~(xi, y) + ~(xa, y) are regular, it 
follows that 
/4x1 + x2, Y) = 4% Y> + 4x2, Y)* 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
/4x, Yl + Yz) = Ax, Yl) + P”(X* Y2>, 





/-4x, hY> = h*tL(X, Y)* (3.7) 
It follows from the definition of ~(x, y) and the parallelogram law that 
II /4x> Y) II I 2 {II x + Y II2 + II x - y II2 + II x + ti /I2 + II x - i II21 
= t ((2 II x II2 + 2 IIY II”) + (2 II x II2 + 2 II ;r i2>: 
= II x II2 + II Y 112- 
Thus when x and y are unit vectors (1 y(x, y) (1 < 2. It follows from (3.6) and 
(3.7) that 
and so 
for any x and y. 
II cLG%Y) II g 2 II x II - II y  II (34 
From (3.4)-(3.8) we conclude that ~(x, y) (6) is a bounded conjugate linear 
form in x and y for every Bore1 set 6. Thus there exists a bounded linear 
operator F(S) such that 
(F(S) x, Y> = /4x, Y> (Q (3.9) 
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From the relations 
and 
0 5 p(s, x) (S) < (x, x; 
(F(S) x’, 4 = !-4x, x) (6) 
it follows that F(6) is self-adjoint and 
0 5 F(6) 5 1. 
Countable additivity follows from (3.9), and thus the set function F is an 
operator measure. 
For any f in R(X) 
((JfdF) x, Y) = /f(A) @‘(A) x, Y) = ~f+(+, Y) = (f(T) x, Y). 
This means that F is an X-measure for T. It follows from Theorem I that T 
is the X-compression of a normal operator N with spectral measure E. The 
operator measure F is the compression of E. If any E(S) has the property that 
E(S) x = 0 for all x in H, then it follows from the minimality condition of 
Neumark’s theorem that E(6) = 0. Now if F(a) = 0, then for x in H 
/I E(S) x I[* = (E(6) x, E(S) x) = (E@(s) x, x) = (F(S) x, x) = 0 
and so E(6) = 0. Thus the support of E is the same as the support of F. The 
support of F is in 8X so that the spectrum of N is also in SX. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  aX is the boundary of one component of the complement 
of X, then every T in S(X) has a normal X-dilation. 
PROOF. It follows from Walsh’s theorem that R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
COROLLARY 2.l I f  X is any compact spectralset for T, then there is a normal 
dilation N such that Nn is a dilation of Tn and o(N) C ax. 
PROOF. Add to X the bounded components of the complement of X. 
This set is a spectral set for T whose boundary is a subset of the boundary 
of X. Now apply Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 3 (Sz.-Nagy). I f  T is a contraction, then T has a unitary 
dilation U such that U” is a dilation of T”. 
1 After the major part of this paper was in final form, it was brought to the attention 
of the author that this result has been obtained by Ciprian Foias [16], and by Charles 
A. Berger independently. 
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PROOF. The unit disk is a spectral set for T (von Neumann’s theorem). 
Hence T has a normal dilation with spectrum on the unit circle. Such a 
normal operator is unitary. 
COROLLARY 4. With the same notation as in the theorem, if u(N) does not 
separate the plane, then T is normal. 
PROOF. Since T is the X-compression of N, we have 
II P(T) II I II P(N) II I II P Ilouw 
By a lemma in the Introduction, u(N) is a spectral set for T. It follows from 
Lavrentieff’s theorem [5] that R(X) is dense in C(X); hence by the corollary 
to Theorem 2 of Section I, T is normal. 
THEOREM 3. With the same notation as in Theorem 2, if x in is H and h 
is in ax, then TX = Xx if and only Nx = Ax. 
PROOF. If Nx = Ax, then 
I/ (T - A> x It = II P(N - A> x II I It (N - A) x /I = 0 
(P is the orthogonal projection of the dilation space onto H.) 
Suppose TX = Ax. The vector Nx can be written 
Nx =YI +~z 
withy, in H and y, in HI. Thus we have 
y1 = PNx = TX = Ax 
and so 
II Nx /I2 = I A I2 II x II2 + 11~2 I?. (3.10) 
The minimal boundary of R(X) is 8X because R(X) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
Thus it follows from Theorem 3 of Section I that T*x = h*x. From this it 
follows that for all f of the form f = fr + tf, with fi and fi in R(X), 
f(T) x = f(h) 3. 
This implies that 
s f&4x, 4 = (f(T) x, 4 =fW (x, 4. 
This set of functions is dense in C(aX), therefore the measure ~(x, x) must 
be a point mass of I[ x jj2 at A. Note also that 
p(x, x) (6) = (F(6) x, x) = (E(S) x, 2). 
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Using these facts and the spectral theorem it is easy to see that 
I] NX Y = A 1 X j2 d(E(x) x, X) = j j X l2 dp(x, x) = i h I2 11 x lj2. 
J 
Now it follows from (3.10) that ya = 0 and so 
Nx = Ax. 
THEOREM 4. With F as constructed in Theorem 2, let A be any operator 
on H; then A commutes with T and T* if and only if A commutes with F(6) 
for all Bore1 sets S. 
PROOF. From the spectral theorem for normal operators we have 
N = zdE(z) 
s 
and N* = j x*dE(z). 
Thus N and N* are uniform limits of sequences of linear combinations of 
projections belonging to the spectral family (E(6)). Since F is the compression 
of E, it follows that 
This means that T (and similarly T*) is the uniform limit of a sequence of 
linear combinations of members of (F(6)). When A commutes with all 
F(6) then A commutes with T and T*. 
Conversely suppose A commutes with T and T*, then A commutes with 
f(T) and f( T)* for all f in R(X). Thus for every function f = fi + fc with fi 
and fi in R(X) we have 
jfd&W = (f(T)ky) = Vf(T)x,y) = (f(T)x, A*y)= jf44, A*y). 
Thus the measure ~(Ax, y) and t~(x, A*y) are equal since R(X) is a Dirichlet 
algebra. For each Bore1 set 6 
(F(S) Ax, y) = p(Ax, y) (6) = P(X, A*Y) (8) = (F(s) x> A*Y) = WV) 3, Y). 
Thus operator A commutes with all F(6). 
COROLLARY 1. The set of operators (F(6)) forms a commutative farnib if 
and only if T is normal. 
PROOF. If T is normal, then T commutes with T and T*. By the theorem, 
T commutes with F(S). Similarly T* commutes with F(S). Since F(S) com- 
mutes with T and T*, F(6) commutes with all F(a). 
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Conversely if {F(S)) is a commutative family, then the ring of operators 
generated by this family is commutative. The operators T and T* are in this 
ring; hence T is normal. 
We denote by W(T,, T,) the weakly closed self-adjoint algebra of operators 
generated by T, and T,. The commutator algebra of an algebra W is denoted 
by W”. 
COROLLARY 2. An aperator A is in [ W(N, P)]’ ; f  and only ;f  A / H is in 
[W(T)]‘. Restricting A to H is a weakly continuous * isomorphism of [ W(N, P)]’ 
onto [W(T)]‘. 
PROOF. The theorem says that an operator B is in [W(T)]’ if and only if B 
commutes with all F(S). If A is in W[N, PI’, then A is reduced by H, it 
follows that restricting is a * homomorphism. When A commutes with N then 
A commutes with E(S) by Fuglede’s theorem. Thus A ( H commutes with 
F(S) = PE(S) P, so A ( H is in [W(T)]‘. 
By the theorem of the introduction (following Neumark’s theorem) any B 
in [W(T)]’ has a unique extension to the dilation space such that the extension 
commutes with all E(S). This shows that the homomorphism is one-to-one 
and onto. 
If the net {A,) converges weakly to A, then the net of restrictions 
{B, = A, 1 H} also converges weakly to B = A 1 H since 
((B - B,) x, Y) = ((A - A4 x, Y> 
for x and y in H. 
This corollary is similar to a result of Bram [14] except that there is was 
assumed that T was subnormal and N was a minimal normal extension. 
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